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In 2004 the Friday
Harbor Laboratories
of the University of
Washington will have
been in operation for
one hundred years,
supporting research
and education in a
broad variety of marine related disciplines. These have
engaged thousands
of national and international scholars.
This significant landmark is being feted in a Centennial Celebration, with events both at the Laboratories and the Seattle Campus of the University of Washington. The highlight of this celebration is a series of six major symposia focused
on areas in which work at FHL has made seminal
contributions to scholarship in the past, and
which will be the foundation for contributions
from FHL in the future. The first two symposia
were held at FHL in August 2003 and were a
great success.
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The first symposium, ‘Impacts of Instruction:
How Courses and Mentoring at the Friday
Harbor Laboratories have Influenced Biological Research and Education,’ was organized by Dr. Alan Kohn. This event celebrated
the hallmark contributions to advanced education that have been made at FHL by national and
international educators in marine sciences.
The symposia featured 29 noted speakers who
addressed the impacts of the FHL education
program on the fields that have been prominent
at the Labs over the years. These distinguished
teacher-scholars addressed the past importance
of the program and focused more broadly on
particularly desirable futures in the education
and training of biologists. This aspect of the
symposium emphasized both graduate and
post-doctoral training aimed at discovery of new
biological model systems critical to biology and
also to medicine.
In addition to the speakers, former students of
FHL courses who have become particularly distinguished contributors to their fields attended
and participated, presenting their assessments
and ideas for the future.

New Approaches in Marine Organic
Biogeochemistry
The second Centennial symposium was titled
‘New Approaches in Marine Organic Biogeochemistry’. The organization of the meeting was in charge of Profs. Ron Benner (University of South Carolina), Steve Emerson (University of Washington), Cindy Lee (Stony Brook University), Pedro Verdugo (University of Washington Friday Harbor Laboratories), and Stuart
Wakeham (Skidaway Institute of Oceanography).
This symposium assembled more than 80 participants, including graduate students and veteran researchers in organic biogeochemists from
all over the world. It was also a tribute to the
life and science of our colleague John I. Hedges,
Professor of Oceanography at the University of
Washington. A primary goal of the conference
was to bring together investigators studying various aspects of organic biogeochemistry to discuss approaches and progress in addressing
analytical, methodological and conceptual
questions pivotal to the field. Funding was provided by grants from the National Science Foundation, the Geochemical Society, The University
of Washington, and the Friday Harbor Laboratories.
Organic geochemistry has evolved rapidly during the past decade, and the symposium provided an exciting forum for discussion and exchange of ideas within this increasingly interdisciplinary field. The symposium brought together
some of the leading contributors in the scientific community with a healthy mix of graduate
students, post-doctoral fellows, and junior faculty for the purpose of discussing and disseminating new concepts in scientific research.

Future Symposia
There will be four additional Centennial Symposia over the next year and a half:
 Comparative Developmental Biology: Insights
into Embryos, Cells and Evolution
 Managing for Resilience: An Integrated Approach
to Coastal Marine Science and Conservation
 Calcium Regulated Photoproteins and Green
Flourescent Proteins
 Biological and Computational Perspective on
Intelligent Systems, II
For more information on Centennial Symposia
and other activities, visit the FHL website at
http://depts.washington.edu/fhl

An Interview with Barbara Cable ...
Barbara Cable is chair of the FHL Development Advisory
Board. Under Barbara’s leadership, the DAB has dramatically increased student fellowships and funding for
research apprenticeships. She has spearheaded many
projects that benefit research at FHL, and enhance University of Washington activities in the community. With her
husband Tom, also a DAB member, she has been involved
in many areas of support for sciences at the University of
Washington. Barbara has been active in the Seattle
chapter of ARCS (Achievement Rewards for College
Scientists) and has served as the national president of the
ARCS Foundation. In a recent interview, Barbara shared her
reasons for her strong support and leadership for FHL.

FHL: Barbara, you have been involved in many activities at
the University of Washington. What attracted you specifically to Friday Harbor Laboratories?
Barbara Cable: I think I was first impressed by the pure
scientific research that is encouraged at FHL. Scientists
going “straight to the problem” may discover other questions and other answers along the way and have the
freedom to follow those roads if they choose.
FHL: After serving on the Development Advisory Board
(DAB) for a few years, you were asked to become the
chairperson. It’s a demanding, time consuming position.
What motivated you to take this position?
Barbara Cable: My original motivation was Dennis
Willows, Director of the Labs, who is very persuasive. I
also thought my experience on other non-profit boards
might be of help in building both the board and it’s
mission, but what I didn’t realize was that I would gain so
much by increasing my involvement! It’s both exciting and
personally rewarding to be a part of the Labs.

FHL: Friday Harbor Laboratories is celebrating its 100th
anniversary. It has educated
thousands of students,
provided resources for
thousands more, and has
produced numerous discoveries in marine science. What
would you like to see as the
focus of the Labs as it begins
its second century?
Barbara Cable: I would hope that the Labs would
continue to support and expand its two pronged mission
of training new scientists and offering senior scientists the
opportunity to pursue their research. The Research
Apprenticeship Teams for undergraduates are an exciting
approach to this mission, and I’d like to see them securely
funded. I hope the Labs will continue to be open to
innovative ideas, both educational and scientific.
FHL: You, and your husband Tom who also is a member
of the Development Advisory Board, not only work on
behalf of the Labs, but also make your own contributions
and help to raise money for the Labs. How has your
philanthropy made you feel?
Barbara Cable: With the Labs I feel very good about our
philanthropy. For one thing, I know that every penny is
used very wisely and that nothing is ever wasted. Since
we live here a good part of the year, we have access to the
Labs and can see the results of our investment. And as I
have become more involved with FHL I am very comfortable introducing others to this compelling institution.

FHL: What is it about Friday Harbor Labs that you find
most exciting?
Barbara Cable: I think it’s terrific that both students and
faculty can pursue scientific research in such a supportive
atmosphere. They are free to engage in their explorations
and are provided with the resources and opportunity they
need to achieve success. The fact is that the people at the
Labs love what they’re doing and sometimes work 24
hours without sleep. But I can’t talk about the Labs without
talking about the Whiteley center. This beautiful compound offers visiting scientists and other academics an
ideal place to pursue their research. It also creates another
whole dimension by attracting people of many disciplines
to the Labs.

U.S. Congressman Rick Larsen, whose district includes the San Juan
Islands, has a close encounter with a sea star during his recent tour of
Friday Harbor Laboratories. During the visit, Larsen and FHL Director
Dennis Willows discussed their efforts with the Bottomfish Recovery
Program and the need to replace a dock at the facility.

As Noted ...
 Ron Howell, President of Washington Research Foundation,
sent the following note to his managers and board members. We
are pleased to have permission to share it with you.
“At yesterday’s meeting some of you noticed a new framed
plaque on my table stating: These previously unknown parasites
were discovered by the undergraduates participating in the
Emerging Diseases & Latent Infections in Aquatic Organisms
Research Apprenticeship team at Friday Harbor Labs, Spring, 2003.
The Washington Research Foundation (WRF) sponsored this
Research Apprenticeship team.
This plaque was given to the WRF by Friday Harbor Labs. It shows
a photo of blood cells taken from fish. What makes it interesting is
that the photo also shows the discovery of a malaria-like parasite
which infects fish found in Puget Sound. This is a new discovery
made by under-graduate research teams at Friday Harbor Labs
which we supported.
It is hoped that this discovery may lead to further discoveries to
help restore some of the declining fish populations. It may also lead
to discoveries which help treat the malaria infecting humans.
Our work and gifts have many effects. Who knows where this will
lead.”
 The San Juan Island Community Foundation and the San Juan
Island Community Foundation Women’s Fund presented
Friday Harbor Laboratories with certificates of appreciation “In
recognition of FHL’s contributions to the community” and cash grants
to support FHL’s highly regarded K-12 program in the local schools.

Post-Docs at FHL:
The FHL post-doctoral associates (post-docs) are offered an unusual degree of freedom in their research. Collaboration with resident or visiting scientists is possible, but the post-doc’s research
can be entirely independent of other research at FHL. The postdoc’s are selected on the quality of their proposed research, the
feasibility of doing the research at FHL, and their past record. FHL
provides excellent facilities and supplies for diverse kinds of research. The post-doc has the chance to answer her or his questions, not someone else’s.
Part of their job is to be a resource for visiting students and scientists. They contribute the intellectual stimulus of their hypotheses,
techniques, and experience. A strength of FHL, greatly enhanced
by the post-docs, is new insights from interdisciplinary communication.
By being resident scientists for two years, the post-docs provide
continuity. With minimal staff, FHL hosts the studies of a continuing
flux of visiting scientists and students. FHL is a do-it-yourself research facility — the post-docs join the few resident scientific staff
members in orienting visitors to the equipment and organisms at
FHL.
The post-doc’s most visible task is to organize and host the FHL
seminar series. Most speakers are visiting researchers. Through the
seminars, the post-docs put visitors in touch with each other’s research. Coincidentally, at an early stage in their careers, the postdocs become known by scientists from many different institutions.

 Thanks to a generous gift from Robbie and Jan Macfarlane, FHL
now has an artist’s studio that will help attract artists and art scholars
to the Helen R. Whiteley Center. The studio, a former garage used
for storage, has been completely converted to a studio with
skylights and a functional space for creative work. FHL students,
researchers and scientists will also have access to the studio.
 Bill and Susan Potts and Dan and Marilyn Ward hosted the
annual FHL “Beach Walk” at their home on Dinner Island, just off of
Argyle Lagoon. Sixty guests attended and toured the rocky intertidal
and beach areas with FHL students and instructors as guides. FHL
board member Tom Cable stated, “The Beach Walk opens people’s
eyes about FHL in a way words can’t say. It is a wonderful way to
experience first-hand the enthusiasm that students and scientists have
for marine science.”
 FHL Memories: As part of the FHL Centennial Celebration, we are
collecting ‘Memories’ of experiences at Friday Harbor Labs. Dr.
Pamela Roe, of California State University spent the summers of
1966-1969 at FHL and wrote about two favorite memories. During
her years at FHL she reminisced about her opportunities to work
with “the rich diversity and natural history of marine invertebrates.”
Also remembered was an experience in 1968, when fellow FHL
student John Allen heard her say, “I could eat a whole watermelon.”
He bet her she couldn’t. She did and won the bet. Then, 25 years
later, when she visited Rita O’Clair, a fellow FHL student from Pam’s
watermelon days, John Allen’s bet was recalled and Rita served her
a whole watermelon for desert. “FHL provides lots of fun and lifelong friendships as well as outstanding learning opportunities,”
wrote Pam.
Please send your FHL Memories to Bob Schwartzberg at
rsberg@u.washington.edu.

Post-Docs Shaun Cain and Tammy McGovern

Meet the Post-Docs at Friday Harbor Laboratories...
Shaun Cain, Ph.D., received his doctorate from the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
“Several phylogenetically diverse marine animals undertake largescale migrations or smaller scale movements that require acute pathfinding skills. These animals perform these behaviors in environments
in which many of the directional cues used by terrestrial animals are
not present. The Earth’s magnetic field provides a pervasive and reliable directional cue for marine navigators. That several marine animals (e.g. lobsters, sea turtles, sea slugs) have the sensory capabilities to detect the geomagnetic field has been known for some time.
How this intriguing sensory and behavior system works, however, is
poorly understood. I am using the sea slug Tritonia diomedea as a
model system in which to investigate the neural mechanisms that

Continued...

underlie magnetic field detection and magnetic-based orientation
behavior. By using an invertebrate animal with a relatively simple
nervous system, I hope to identify the components of the neural
circuitry that controls this behavior.”
Tammy McGovern, Ph.D., received her doctorate from the Department of Biological Science, Florida State University.
“I am interested in life history evolution in marine organisms, particularly how they choose to allocate resources between competing functions in the face of differing external situations. The availability of potential mates in particular may determine which strategy is the best at any given time. I am currently examining the relative allocation to sperm vs. eggs in a hermaphroditic sea anemone
in response to the relatedness of potential mates (ranging from
themselves to a non-relative). In this same species, I am also using
molecular techniques to determine the proportion of brooded offspring that are the result of self-fertilization vs. fertilization by another parent.”
Kirk Zigler, Ph.D., received his doctorate from the Department of
Zoology at Duke University.
“Most marine animals reproduce by one of two methods- they
either make small eggs that form larvae that feed until they are big
enough to metamorphose, or they make big eggs that form larvae
that don’t feed and instead rely on energy reserves in the egg until
metamorphosis. Changes in egg size are common evolutionary
events; in the sea urchins alone the shift from small to large eggs
has happened more than a dozen times. To try to understand this
process, I’m studying the embryology of two sea urchin species
that have medium sized eggs. These species form a larva that can
feed, but that also has enough energy reserves to metamorphose
without feeding. One of these species (Brisaster latifrons) is found
in Puget Sound, and the other in the Caribbean. Since medium
sized eggs must be an intermediate during any transition from small
to large eggs, by studying them I hope to gain insight into how
shifts in egg size and life history occur.”
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FHL Centennial Hats, T-Shirts & Denim Shirts
Sales support FHL Discretionary Fund for Excellence

Donate a Peninsula?
by Bill Calvin

Over the years,
Fred Ellis has
donated a peninsula,
580
acres of land,
on Shaw Island
to Friday Harbor
Laboratories for
education and
research purposes.
Even if you
don’t have a
peninsula to
contribute to
Friday Harbor
Labs, your foresight can still
make a big difference.
If you’ve ever
visited FHL, you
will have seen students excited by what they are doing in the labs.
They tell stories of the small animals they’ve learned to spot out in the
intertidal – and their intricate life cycle, studied back in the lab. They’ve
heard that you can persuade nature to answer your questions – if you
manage to pose your questions in just the right way.
But while you may have caught a whiff of the growing excitement and
competence, you likely only saw a snapshot, a moment in time. What
the staff of FHL is privileged to see is the student’s transformation over
time, sometimes just within several months, as they develop a feel for
the organisms and the powerful research tools, as they become experienced in explaining their reasoning to their peers and teachers. They
experience an intellectual growth spurt. They often recall their intensive time at FHL as a turning point in their lives, when things began to
hang together and take direction.
And should you visit the faculty in an FHL research lab, you may come
away with an additional impression beyond competence and excitement. Researchers have a well-honed creativity that regularly imagines
how the new tools and theoretical concepts can open up whole new
areas of knowledge, whether it is identifying a new species or detecting a critical support system in the ecology, one that will need to be
addressed by conservation biology.
The more basic the knowledge, the more widespread its ramifications,
as when the glow molecules of the local jellyfish discovered at FHL
were immediately seized upon by medical researchers to illuminate
the role of calcium movements in human muscle and brain.

Hats – one size fits all
Long Sleeve T- Shirts (Gray or Khaki) s/m/l/xl
Denim Work Shirts s/m/l/xl
*Prices include shipping charges
Send check/money order to:
FHL Centennial
Friday Harbor Laboratories
620 University Rd.
Friday Harbor, WA 98250

$14.00*
$21.00*
$29.00*

For credit card orders:
call Aimee at 206-616-0699

There is no course at FHL called either Transformation or Creativity, but
you don’t need to understand the science to appreciate how crucial
such experiences are to our people and the society to which they will
contribute. The faculty knows they make a difference – they see such
spurts in competence and creativity every year. But anyone can contribute to making such things possible, decade after decade into the
future, by endowing the FHL’s intensive courses and bright students.
Such foresight is in short supply in this world, but it’s often found in
the people who have come to love the natural habitats of the San Juan
Islands.

Receive Guaranteed Income For Life
A charitable gift annuity can allow you to make the gift of a lifetime to Friday Harbor
Laboratories, while providing you with guaranteed fixed income for retirement.
Through a charitable gift annuity, the University of Washington promises to pay you (or
other beneficiary) a fixed annual income for life in exchange for an immediate transfer
of cash, stocks or bonds. (See table below for sample pay-out rates.)
The remaining assets will be used by FHL to further their mission of providing an
enabling environment for students from all over the world. Your gift can provide
needed student scholarships, be used to help keep equipment costs for scientists as
low as possible, or for any beneficial use that you specify.
Advantages to a Charitable Gift Annuity
 It allows you to give a gift large enough to have significant impact even if you can’t
afford a large gift outright.
 It provides you and/or a loved one with fixed income that will not change for the
rest of your life/lives.
 You receive a current income tax deduction.
 There are possible capital gains and estate tax benefits.
 Payments do not decrease when interest rates fall.
 Payments are not vulnerable to stock market fluctuations.
Sample gift annuity rates:
(ACGA Rates Effective 7/1/2003)

Age

65
70
75
80
85
90

Two Beneficiaries
Rate

One Beneficiary
Rate

5.6
5.9
6.3
6.9
7.9
9.3

6.0
6.5
7.1
8.0
9.5
11.3

If you would like information on charitable gift annuities benefiting Friday Harbor
Laboratories, please contact Bob Schwartzberg, Director of Development for FHL
at 206-616-0760 or 360-378-2165 ext. 2 or email rsberg@u.washington.edu.

Scholarship / Fellowship Funds

FHL Courses 2004
Spring Quarter (Mar 29-Jun 5):
• Marine Zoology/Marine Botany
(Biol 430 + Biol 445)
Research Apprenticeship Teams:
• Marine Fish Ecology (Fish 492)
• Marine Molecular Ecology (Biol 499)
• From Neurons to Behavior: Comparative
Neurobiology of Marine Invertebrates

Summer Term A (Jun 14-Jul 17):
• Marine Invertebrate Zoology (Biol 432)
• Marine Algae (Biol 545)
• Comparative Invertebrate Embryology
(Biol 536)

Marine Science Fund:
A current-use fund to provide student aid for next year’s courses.

FHL Research and Graduate Fellowship Endowment:
Supports graduate students and post-docs for marine science studies.

Anne Hof Blinks Fellowship Endowment:
Supports students of diverse backgrounds in marine science studies.

Fernald Fellowship Endowment:
Supports graduate students for studies of marine invertebrate development.

Illg Distinguished Lectureship Endowment:

Summer Term B (Jul 19-Aug 21):
• Marine Conservation Biology (Biol 533)
• Functional Morphology & Ecology of
Marine Fishes (Fish 565)
• Larval Ecology (Biol 533)
• Predator-Prey Interactions: Experimental &
Field Approaches in Biology and Paleontology (Biol 533)

Brings specialists to present lectures on invertebrate biology, and to meet FHL students and researchers.

Kohn Fellowship Endowment:
Supports graduate study of invertebrate biology through research or course work.

Reed Undergraduate Endowment:
Scholarships to undergraduates for study of marine sciences.

Stephen & Ruth Wainwright Fellowship Endowment:
Fellowships for graduate students studying form and function of organisms.

Mellon Mentor Endowment for Excellence in Research Training:
Provides faculty salary in support of internship in marine science,
matched 1:1 by the Mellon Foundation.

Ellie Dorsey Memorial Fund:
Generates an annual gift presented to a scholarly student, in memory of Ellie Dorsey.

Contributions to any of these funds promote the education and training of new
scientists through a very special experience at FHL. A gift return envelope is enclosed.

•
•
•
•

Autumn Quarter (Sept 27-Dec 11):
Research Apprenticeship teams:
Gene Network Dynamics & Cellular
Behavior (Biol 499)
Pelagic Ecosystem Function in the San
Juan Archipelago (Ocean 499)
The Aquatic Gel Phase: Dynamics of
Marine Biopolymers (Biol 499)
Seismic Deformation & Its Relation to
Volcanic, Hydrothermal & Biologic
Activity Along the Endeavor Ridge
(Ocean 499)
Application and information available at:
http://depts.washington.edu/fhl/

From the Director’s Office...
There’s been a profound, and challenging transformation in
the University of Washington, and the Friday Harbor Laboratories over the past 35 years. As recently as the late 1960’s, the
University of Washington was truly a state funded university
with roughly half of its support from the state. The State of
Washington really ‘owned’ the University and the Friday
Harbor Laboratories. Washington residents had a pride of
ownership and with good reasons for that pride. In 1983-85
the proportion had dropped to about 31%, and this biennium it is 13% and falling. Over the intervening years there
has been a deliberate effort to attract and keep world-class
faculty and graduate students and this has required, amongst
other things, income from other sources based upon innovation, and entrepreneurial initiatives in research and education.
These efforts have succeeded perhaps beyond expectations.
The University now ranks #1 or 2 in federal funding to state
universities in the country, and has done so for several years.
These entrepreneurial successes have promoted the
University of Washington to a status of high regard amongst
the research universities of the world. However, the State of
Washington ‘owns’ less and less of the University. And this
has tangible consequences for the Friday Harbor Laboratories.
Increasingly research, discovery, innovation, and growth in
terms of new knowledge are taking precedence over teaching
fundamentals. This means that it will be easier to promote
research projects that are innovative, and to train students at
all levels, including undergraduates to become participants in
the research enterprise. And it may be less easy to sustain an
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620 University Road
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emphasis on primary
descriptive, courses
about animals, and
algae.
Participants in the
Centennial Symposium
organized by Alan
Kohn in summer 2003
on the role of FHL
instructional programs
heard about the
impacts of these
courses on the
personal and professional lives of many of us. Many of us
took Inverts, Algae, and/or Comparative Invertebrate Embryology early in our careers, and the experience changed many of
our lives. Perhaps that is one of the reasons all these basic
courses have been offered almost without interruption for a
century at FHL. There is a message in this.
I suggest very simply that we alums of these critically
important courses, make a 100th Birthday gift to FHL. I
propose we join together and assure that the foundational
courses thrive indefinitely, by doing 2 simple, painless things.
First, let us each write a will, and second, let each of us direct
perhaps10-20% of our estate to the “FHL Endowment for
Foundational Courses”. If 30-40 of us join in this enterprise,
we will assure the future of these world-class courses for
another century and the indefinite future. In the FHL tradition,
let us ‘just do it’! I will be talking to all FHL people more about
this soon, and I hope you will share this vision.

